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Abstract
 The sentiments of students on a journey have been written in the Toa Dobun Shoin, or Great Journey 
Journal, a detailed record of extensive exploratory travel in East Asia same script note graduate student. 
It is possible to read out sentiments about sites and nostalgia about the mother country from overseas, as 
well as other things, from the description of food in particular. Because we went every place in Asia that 
had been under Japanese colonial rule, the students noticed that I felt different sentiments about Chinese 
inland areas and enjoyed the life and culture that my heart was attracted by in “colony Asia.” Taiwan, 
which was under the Japanese government is mainly examined in this report.
 The students in Taiwan maintained the stability of their minds and bodies through seeing Japan in 
Taiwan. They were brilliant on a severe journey to an inland area and healed slavery during the inland 
area journey. I located something that resembled how a Japanese hot spring town looked in a restaurant, 
visited graduate students at an intellectual’s residence and received a hearty welcome of Japanese food 
in a Japanese house at a hokutou, hot spring, where development is underway among a Japan colonist 
underground. Taipei was called a small Paris; the stylish sentence haikara experienced in Japan in the 
growing season was also enjoyed. The combination of Japanese and Western culture, which is an aspect 
of culture in modern Japan, was seized upon with a place where the culture of local origin is not directly 
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７） 岩田 2014年 p. 61
８） 注３）と同じ。
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